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The toll mounts, yet
the resistance to Soviet
occupation remains
unyielding.
On the front cover,
mujahidin mortar team in
action (see page 15).
Right, armed freedom
fighter,
below graveyard in
Qonduz with many
who have died in
battle.
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he world knows them ast the mujahidin, the Afghan freedom fighters.
Since 1979 the mujahidinand the people of Afghanistanhave been waging a war of
resistance against the occupation forces of the Soviet Union and the Babrak Karmal regime
which the Soviets installed.
The mujahidin rose spontaneously to battle the invader, as they have done periodically
throughout Afghanistans history. Although of disparate ethnic and tribal groups, the lightly
armed Afghans are united in the faith of Islam and the determination to regain their
independence despite the massive Soviet military technology employed against themfighterbombers, helicopter gunships, tanks, artillery, rocketry, mines and chemical weapons.
The price of their resistance in blood and suffering is enormous. Many thousands of
Afghan fighters and civilians are dead; four million are refugees in Pakistan and Iran,
comprising the worlds largest such refugee group. Thousands more are refugees in their own
country.
Afghanistan, which has resisted foreign invaders for centuries, achieved complete
independence following World War I. Today the mujahidin fight on to win it back.

Afghanistan map by freedom fighters depicts the struggle against Soviet occupiers.
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n examining Afghanistans history
during the past decade, a clear pattern emerges
of increasing Soviet intervention, culminating
in the December 1979 invasion and coup.
King Mohammad Zahir Shah, who reigned
under the modernized constitution of 1964,
was deposed in 1973 by a coalition led by a
former prime minister, Mohammad Daoud
Khan, who proclaimed a republic committed to
political and economic reforms.
The Communist party (Peoples Democratic Party) overthrew the republic in the
bloody April revolution of 1978. Daoud was
killed along with his family and hundreds of
his supporters; Nur Taraki, leader of the
Communist party faction called the Khalq,
took power.
The Soviet Union moved quickly to
extend its influence. A friendship treaty was
followed by an influx of Soviet military and
civilian personnel, but unrest and organized
opposition to a Kabul regime perceived as
Sovietdominated and anti-Islamic mounted.
Continuing factionalism within the Communist
party, inspired by personal and ideological
differences, erupted in September 1979. Taraki
was killed and replaced by Hafizullah Amin, an
erratic subordinate.
As dissidence and armed resistance
threatened the increasingly unstable Kabul
regime, Moscow suddenly acted. Five thousand Soviet troops flew into the capital during
a three-day period beginning December 24.
Amin was killed December 27 and Babrak
Karmal, exiled leader of a Communist party
Parcham faction, was announced as the
countrys new 11 elected leader. The announcement came in a radio broadcast from the
Soviet Union.
Karmal, who was not in Afghanistan at the
time of the Soviet invasion, said in an address
a few months later: The date of December 27
represents the intervention of God Almighty.
The U.S.S.R. helping us is also an act of God.
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Ever since the 1979 Soviet invasion, Moscow has claimed
that it was invited into Afghanistan under terms of a
friendship treaty to repel armed intervention from abroad.
And Moscow continues to maintain that it is only supporting
the Kabul regime with a limited contingent of troops.

INTERNATIONAL

With the exception largely of a few Communist states, the
international community did not believe Moscow in 1979 and
does not today. Rarely have the nations of the world registered
their opinion on any subject with such unanimity and consistency. The world knows the Soviet Union is guilty of aggression,
that the only foreign forces in Afghanistan are those of the
Soviet Union, and that the continuing Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan is a threat to international peace and security.
On four occasions since January 1980, the United Nations
General Assembly has approved resolutions by overwhelming
majorities calling for the withdrawal of foreign troops, the
restoration of Afghanistans independence and non-aligned
status, respect for the Afghan peoples right of
self-determination, and the return of refugees to their homeland
in safety and with honor.
All four resolutions have been drafted, introduced and
supported by Third World nations, including Islamic and
non-aligned states. They have made the issue of Afghanistan their
own-and for good reason-regarding the extension of the 1968
Brezhnev Doctrine (Moscows self-proclaimed right to
intervene in any socialist country) outside of East Europe into
Asia as especially menacing.
The U.N. General Assembly first met in emergency session
on Afghanistan in January 1980 after a 13-2 vote by the Security
Council calling for the immediate withdrawal of Soviet troops.
Since that time, similar resolutions and declarations condemning
the Soviet invasion have been approved by many individual
nations and international assemblies or bodies-including the
Islamic Conference, the Non-Aligned Conference, the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, the European
Community, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) and the U.N. Commission on Human Rights.
The Non-Aligned Summit of 1983, meeting in New Delhi,
approved a declaration calling for the withdrawal of foreign
troops and a settlement which would ensure that the Afghan
people would determine their own destiny free from outside
interference. The summit also supported efforts by the U.N.
Secretary General in promoting an early settlement of the
problem in conformity with the ideals and principles of
non-aligned countries.
The Soviet Union has rejected outright the appeals of the
U.N. General Assembly and others as inadmissible intervention
in the internal affairs of Afghanistan.
Moscows position, as set forth in Kabuls 1980 and 1981
statements of conditions for a political settlement, is a demand
for direct negotiations between the Kabul regime and its neighbors, a cessation of outside interference and international

guarantees regarding that cessation. In essence, this would mean
recognition of the legitimacy of the Karmal regime and abandonment of international support for the rights of the Afghan people
and refugees.
The U.N. Secretary General, meanwhile, continues to seek a
negotiated solution to Afghanistan, as he originally was mandated to do by a General Assembly resolution of November
1980. In 1982 and again in 1983 a personal representative of the
Secretary General has gone to Kabul and Islamabad, as well as
Tehran, and then held indirect talks in Geneva with Pakistan and
Kabul representatives. These talks are continuing.
Although reports of possible negotiations are encouraging,
statements emanating from Moscow and Kabul are not.
Babrak Karmal, in a speech marking the fifth anniversary of
the 1978 April revolution, said: Today we express our profound
and sincere thanks to the Soviet Union, to the CPSU led by
Comrade Y. I. Andropov, General Secretary of the CPSU Central
Committee, for the formidable and all-round assistance to the
D.R.A. (Democratic Republic of Afghanistan) and our people.
A Soviet Communist party message to the Afghan Communist party on the fifth anniversary of the April revolution said:
The Afghan people and their government can continue to count
on the international aid of the Soviet people in defense of the
gains of the April revolution.
In many areas the
Afghan countryside
is a landscape of
destruction.
Opposite page,
wreckage of Soviet
helicopter shot down
near Mala Sar;
an old man (left) works
to rebuild his home
in the Panjsher Valley
north of Kabul
following a Soviet
air attack.
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Aghanistan is a country undergoing
Sovietization, with Moscow in command of
the war as well as the Kabul regimes
administrative apparatus.

OCCUPATION

Above, evidence of deployment
of Soviet chemical weapons in
Afghanistanchemical detection
kit captured from Soviet
soldier. Soviet forces also have
used the deadly toxin known
as Yellow Rain against mujahidin
and unarmed villagers in
remote parts of the country.
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From its 5,000-man invasion contingent in 1979, the Soviet military
force has been increased to at least 105,000; it also directs the Kabul
regimes desertion-ridden army of 30,000 troops-about one-third of its
pre-invasion size. Several thousand Soviet advisers are in charge of
regime ministries. The Soviet secret police, KGB, oversees its Kabul
counterpart, KHAD (State Information Service). Several thousand
Afghan youths are studying in the Soviet Union as candidates for the
regimes ruling class.
Economically, Afghanistan is being reoriented to

Soviet and Sovietdirected Afghan forces
wage a war of
occupation that has
ravaged Afghanistan
with tanks, artillery,
helicopter gunships
and mines, as well as
chemical and toxin
wepaons outlawed
by international
convention.
Above, mujahidin
commander wounded in
stomach and leg by
helicopter attack begins
long journeyfor
medical care; at right,
aftermath of Soviet
ground and air
bombardment.

the Soviet Union and East European countries; its natural gas and
mineral deposits are being exploited to finance the war and the
Soviet presence. In short, Afghanistan is paying for its own
occupation.
Neither Moscow nor Kabul foresees any halfway station for
Afghanistan and its people. Babrak Karmal, speaking in July
1982 of a possible negotiated settlement, declared his regime is
pressing ahead with consolidation of the new order in Afghanistan and securing the invincible path that we have selected.

Red Star, the Soviet military newspaper, made this
observation in early 1983 on Afghanistans destiny:
People always reach enlightenment through the bitterness of
mistakes. But it comes just the same. The total victory of the
revolution is still a long way off. But there is no crossroad for
the Afghan people. There is the straight and difficult road
they are traveling in the clear knowledge that their mighty
northern neighbor-the Soviet Union-is always ready to give
them assistance and support.

Soviet butterfly mine (below) is one
of thousands dropped by air throughout
Afghanistan, including mountain
trails that are the only escape route for
refugees fleeing to Pakistan.

O C C U P AT I O N
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oviet military strategy thus far has been to hold the
countrys few major cities as bases from which to strike out at the
mujahidin in the countryside and mountain valleys of the Hindu
Kush range. Because the mujahidin have proven so fierce and
indomitable, Soviet forces in 1982 began resorting to massive
firepower during their offensives in selected areas. Heavy aerial
bombardment precedes artillery and tank assaults, followed by
mopping-up operations on the ground. Towns and villages are
obliterated to deprive the Afghan freedom fighters of food,
shelter and aid. Soviet and Kabul forces employ a scorched-earth
policy-plundering homes, burning crops and destroying irrigation
systems.
Abdul Tabibi, Afghan ambassador to the United Nations
until the Soviet invasion, said in early 1983: Afghan cities have
been ruined, bridges burned, and its people killed and maimed.
The whole peaceful population of our country is being confronted daily with the bombardment of not only bombs and
rockets, but by Yellow Rain, dum-dum (bullets), and chemical
weapons-all of which are illegal.
Chemical weapons have been employed selectively against
the mujahidin in relatively inaccessible locations, such as
mountain caves or underground waterways. Physical evidence
also has been foundnotably from analysis of two captured Soviet
gas masks-of the use of deadly trichothecene mycotoxins (Yellow
Rain). Testimony on the employment of these illegal weapons in
Afghanistan-as in Kampuchea and Laos-has come from victims
in refugee camps and physicians attending them, defectors and
journalists.
Another tactic of Soviet and Kabul forces is the calculated
atrocity. In September 1982, for example, Soviet troops surrounded the village of Padkahwab-e-shana in
the Logar Valley south of Kabul. The soldiers sealed off the
escape route of a group of 105 villagers hiding in an underground irrigation canal, poured in petrol and chemicals, and then
set the canal aflame, killing virtually all of them. The story was
told by village officials before the Peoples Permanent Tribunal
hearings on Afghanistan held in Paris in December 1982.

The Paris tribunal (successor to groups founded by the
British philosopher and pacifist Bertrand Russell) concluded four
days of hearings on Soviet warfare and human rights violations
in Afghanistan by stating that the tribunal condemns the Soviet
Union for violations of the rules of the law of war and declares
that such violations are closely linked to violation of the inalienable rights of the Afghan people.
Hearings organized in Oslo in March 1983 further substantiated accounts by victims and eyewitnesses of atrocities and
violations of human rights in Afghanistan. A former high-ranking
police officer in Kabul, Mohammad Ayyoub Assil, who defected
in late 1982, testified that torture, confiscation of property, and
imprisonment and execution were all the order of the day. At
least 12,000 Afghans have died of torture at the Ministry of the
Interior in Kabul, Assil said, and probably hundreds of thousands
elsewhere in the country. He said the ministry was completely
dominated by the Soviets, who control the Afghan secret police
interrogators.
Pal Hougen, chairman of the Norwegian Afghanistan
Committee, told the Oslo hearings of his two recent trips into the
countryside and the deliberate destruction of farms, villages and
towns. He reported, I found a society where all the basic
functions were disturbed, where the infrastructure of the society
was broken down. He added that the people were unable to
cultivate their own soil. The war in Afghanistan, Hougen said, is
directed against the civilian population, and the objective is
frightening it, forcing it out of the country, and dividing and
destroying the country.
Edward Girardet, a journalist who has made five trips inside
Afghanistan since 1979, said there was a deliberate policy by
the Soviet government to chase the (Afghan) people into exile,
thereby ridding the resistance groups of any possibility of
support.
In the view of Moscow and Kabul, this is all part of consolidation of the new order, part of the experience the Afghan
people must endure to achieve the total victory of the revolution.

Afghans struggle against the Soviet occupation
with every means at their command. Villager (left) sets
type for clandestine mujahidin newspaper; below,
freedom fighters use portable tape recorder and
microphone for broadcasts of Radio Free Kabul,
recently renamed The Voice of the Mujahidin.
Broadcasts begin in June 1982 with former
employees of the Kabul regimes radio station.
At bottom, Soviet defector from Kazakistan (shown at
right), one of several former Soviet soldiers from central
Asia who have joined the Afghan resistance.
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A cruel barometer of the violence, destruction and suffering inflicted
upon the people of Afghanistan is the number who have been forced from their
farmlands and villages and become refugees abroad Pakistan registered
2.8 million refugees in late 1982 and Iran cited 1.5 million in 1983. These four
million Afghans--approximately one-quarter of the population--comprise the
largest single refugee mass in the world for any one national group.

REFUGEES

The exodus began as a comparative trickle after the 1978
Communist coup, when several hundred thousand fled during the
Taraki and Amin regimes. After the Soviet invasion, the trickle
became a torrent of thousands each month and later a flood of
tens of thousands.
And still they come, the wounded, sick, starving, old and
young. Escape is an ordeal, particularly for the wounded. There
are no railroads, buses or motor vehicles to transport them. The
Afghans travel, sometimes for many days, on foot, on horses,
10

donkeys, cattle and even camels. The wounded reaching Pakistan
are picked up by ambulances and rushed to surgery in hospitals
in Peshawar or treated in border medical facilities. Our hospital
is always full to capacity, said a Peshawar hospital official, and
we are forced to treat as out-patents many who need to be
hospitalized. About 80 percent of the wounded are men.
Several hundred refugee camps dot the border areas of
Pakistans Northwest Frontier and Baluchistan provinces. The
refugees live in tents; half of them are children.
Above, refugee camp in Bajuar, Pakistan;
right, mother and child in Kachiagari refugee camp, also in Pakistan.

REFUGEES

Pakistani authorities and
international relief agencies struggle to
provide food, shelter and medical
care for Afghan refugees who now
number in the millions.
Above, wounded refugee; right,
distribution of food and milk; far
right, tent-covered classroom for
refugee children.
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nternational aid for the refugees includes massive amounts of
food, medical supplies, housing materials and bedding. The relief
program is sponsored by the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR); the World Food Program, another U.N. agency, also has
played a major role. The Pakistan Refugee Administrations work is
directed by a staff of 7,000 district, area and village administrators,
Pakistan estimates its program costs $1 million a day, about half of all
the money required to support the refugees. An extensive program is
provided by the Saudi Red Crescent Society as well, which has
set up clinics, schools and mosques in a number of refugee camps.

Refugee support includes food, shelter, clothing,
health care, schooling and cash allowances. A fleet of
450 long-haul trucks transports international aid
arriving at the port of Karachi.
Health care is a special challenge. Gradually,
mobile health units have been supplanted by clinics
in refugee camps staffed by doctors and nurses.
Surgical hospitals are operated by the International
Committee of the Red Cross and
Idara-i-ahyual-aloom (Institute of Islamic

Learning). We are trying to fill a serious vacuum, a Red
Cross officer said in commenting on the almost total absence of
medical aid available in Afghanistan to the mujahidin and
civilians wounded in bombing attacks and ground offensives.
The Red Cross attempted to extend its services to Afghanistan, but the Kabul regime expelled the organization in
1982 after a few months. The only medical care a comparatively few mujahidin receive is provided clandestinely by
doctors and nurses sent by several Parisbased organizations,
including Medecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors Without Fron-

tiers). The doctors treat the wounded and sick in village huts and
underground caves, and often are targets for Soviet bombers.
Not all refugees have escaped to Pakistan or Iran on foot. Of the
Afghan Muslims who made pilgrimages by air to Mecca in 1982,
some 1,500 sought political asylum, according to two officials of
Kabuls Haj (pilgrimage) Department, Afghan Directorate of Religious Affairs, who defected and told their story to journalists in
Pakistan.
13
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Moscow and Kabul call
them bandits, terrorists
and counter-revolutionaries.
But the mujahidin regard
themselves as holy warriors in
the cause of Islam against
the foreign invader and his
puppet in Kabul.

Mujahidin troops (above right) bombard Soviet encampment
near Rokha in the Panjsher Valley with mortar fire.
Above left, mortar round explodes in the distance near the camp,
which is marked by a red flag.

War in Afghanistan pits the guerrilla
tactics of the mujahidin against the massive
firepower of Soviet armor and airpower.
Center right, a group of mujahidin
examine captured Soviet machine gun.
Despite their limited weaponry, the
mujahidin have developed effective
tactics for destroying armored vehicles
such as the Soviet personnel carrier (right).
At top, Janan Gul, former farmer near
Jalalabad, is credited with shooting
down a helicopter with his rifle;
left, wreckage of downed Soviet
helicopter gunship.
Mujahidin in Qonduz (above) shoulders
captured Soviet SAM-7 ground-to-air
rocket launcher, one of the most advanced
infantry weapons in the Soviet arsenal.
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he Afghans will be ruled by the Russians
only when there are no more Afghans, said one resistance
leader. Another, speaking of possible future negotiations,
said, If the terms are not acceptable we shall fight until they
are, or until we die.
Many mujahidin have died. Tabulations are difficult to
authenticate, but estimates range from 200,000 upward.
Various Afghan spokesmen have estimated the total number
of Afghan fighter and civilian deaths from a half million to
several million. Soviet casualties are believed to number
15,000, perhaps onethird killed, although some analyses
place the figures higher.
This fact is clear, however: In the years since the
invasion of 1979, Soviet military forces have failed to
subjugate Afghanistan despite the enormously superior
firepower and mobility of their aircraft, artillery and armor.
The mujahidin still control about 80 percent of the country.
Many cities and towns are under only nominal daylight
control by Soviet and Kabul army units. Even in Kabul the
resistance fighters continue night attacks, hitting military and
police posts, regime offices, enemy housing and power

facilities. In the countryside the Afghans attack military
garrisons and outposts and constantly ambush military
convoys.
The resistance has continued to be effective throughout
the country, as renewal of Soviet offensives in the spring of
1983 testified. There were reports of heavy and sustained
fighting in the Herat area of western Afghanistan, in
Kandahar to the south, the eastern border province of Paktia
and the Shornali district between Kabul and the Hindu Kush.
Journalists, diplomats and intelligence specialists marvel
at successes of the mujahidin. Despite inadequate firepower,
lack of a central unified command structure, limited military
training, scanty communication facilities, and haphazard
logistic support, the mujahidin have shown improving
capabilities against all the advanced weaponry that the Soviet
forces possess. Though the mujahidin began the war of
resistance with little more than turn-of-the-century rifles, they
have upgraded their firepower with weapons captured from
Soviet military convoys, army posts and depots. Many
deserters from the Afghan army brought their weapons and
their military expertise to the mujahidin as well.

Above, smoke rises
from rockets and
machine guns fired by
helicopters flying
along the road leading
north to Kabul to
Charikar and the
U.S.S.R. Soviet
helicopter gunships
patrol the road
throughout the day in
30-minute shifts,
firing at anything that
moves. All the
villages in the area
have been evacuated.
At left, severely
wounded mujahidin.
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he Afghan army itself is a continuing embarrassment to the Babrak Karmal regime, an indicator
of its failure to win the support of the Afghan people.
Riddled by desertions, demoralized by Soviet control,
the army is far under its pre-invasion strength of 90,000,
despite repeated conscription dragnets and decrees
extending the ages and qualifications for service.
The mujahidins opposition to the Soviet Union and
its Kabul regime is eloquently summarized by Mohamed
Akram Gizani, a resistance leader in the Hazarajat

WAR

central highlands region. The Kabul government
does not represent the Afghan people, it only represents itself and its own miniature party, Gizani told a
Norwegian journalist. Justice will be the victor. Our
struggle, combined with increasingly strong international pressure, will result in the Soviet withdrawal. It
will take time, but we are patient.... So far, neither the
Kabul regime nor the Moscow government has gained
anything from this war. As time goes, they will realize
that the price will become increasingly high.

Courage, stamina and knowledge of the countryside
are as important to the mujahidin as their weapons.
Top left, freedom fighters gather around a fire for a morning meal;
on the march with a mortar (above right); gathering at a
staging area to organize a pack train with horses (above left).

Afghanistans rugged terrain helps to
negate the mobility and firepower of
Soviet armor. Above, Soviet armored personnel
carrier, destroyed in a mujahidin ambush,
rests in a riverbed.
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In Afghanistan the

struggle to regain freedom
and independence continues.
And in the international arena,
the search continues for a
negotiated settlement that
will provide essential
requirements enunciated in
four United Nations
resolutions on Afghanistan:
total withdrawal of Soviet
troops,

self-determination for the
Afghan people, independent and
non-aligned status of Afghanistan,
and the return of the refugees in
safety and with honor. The people
of Afghanistan ask no more; the
world community can demand no
less.

Afghanistan Chronolgy
1978
April

Mohammad Daoud is overthrown and Nur
Mohammad Taraki is installed as President. An
estimated 350 Soviet advisers are in the
country.

December

Growing Afghan resistance to Soviet presence
prompts Moscow to increase military advisers
to about 1,000.

1979
July

U.N. General Assembly, by 104-18 vote,
passes resolution calling for immediate,
unconditional and total withdrawal of foreign
troops from Afghanistan.
Islamic Foreign Ministers meeting in
Islamabad, Pakistan, pass resolution calling
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan a flagrant
violation of international law.

February

U.N. Human Rights Commission adopts
Pakistans resolution condemning Soviet
intervention in Afghanistan.
Number of Soviet troops inside Afghanistan
increases to 75,000.

March

Uprising in Kabul on August 5 prompts
additional increase in Soviet presence and
military aid.

U.S. expresses concern over reported Soviet use
of poison gas in Afghanistan and raises the
issue with the U.N. Human Rights Commission.
Paris-based International Federation of
Human Rights says it has confirmed Soviet use
of poison gas in Afghanistan.
Seven members of Afghanistans national
soccer team ask for political asylum after
fleeing to Pakistan and then to West Germany.

September

June

Soviets deploy first combat unit to Afghanistan
by moving an airborne battalion of some 400
men to Bagram, 30 kilometers outside Kabul.

August

In Moscow President Taraki and President
Brezhnev discuss the replacement of Prime
Minister Amin.
Amin gains effective control of government
after an exchange of gunfire at the Peoples
Palace. Tarakis resignation and Amins
appointment as President are announced. Soviet
airborne division goes to heightened state of
readiness.

October

Kabul announces Tarakis death.

December

Massive Soviet airlift occurs, with more than
300 transports delivering troops, equipment and
supplies to Kabul. Soviet airborne troops lead
attack on Darulaman Palace and radio station.
Amin is killed. Afghan army units are disarmed
by Soviet advisers and troops. Radio
Kabul-actually the Soviet Union broadcasting
from Termez in the U.S.S.R.announces coup.
Babrak Karmal becomes President.

1980
January

Soviets deploy about 40,000 combat troops in
Afghanistan and move into major provincial
capitals.

The captain of Afghanistans national basketball
team announces in Peshawar that seven
members of the team scheduled to play in the
Moscow Olympics have defected to Pakistan.

July

Seven members of the 11-man Afghan wrestling
team leave Kabul to defect to Pakistan one day
before they are to fly to Moscow for Olympic
competition.

August

The number of Afghan refugees who have
registered in Pakistan passes the one million
mark.
Officials estimate that the Afghan army,
which numbered 80,000 one year earlier, now
has less than 40,000 men, with only about
10,000 to 15,000 actually available for combat.

September

Two members of the Afghan embassy in Ankara
flee their posts for the United States. Charge
daffaires Ahmed Akram and First Secretary
Abdul Manaf Qudes say they decided to defect
when Turkey accepted the appointment of a
new ambassador by the Kabul government.
About 250 employees of Ariana,
Afghanistans government-controlled airline,
have defected to the West in recent months, a

spokesman for the group says in Frankfurt. The
defectors Include three quarters of the airlines
pilots.

October

Afghanistan Chief Delegate to the U.N. World
Communications Conference in Belgrade,
Akhtar Mohammed Pakitawall denounces the
Soviet invasion in an emotional speech that
moves the other delegates to wild applause.
West German officials announce that Pakitawal
will be granted political asylum in that country.

November

The United Nations General Assembly
overwhelmingly approves the second resolution
calling for withdrawal of foreign troops from
Afghanistan by a vote of 111 to 22 with 12
abstentions.

1981

February

Annual survey of human rights released by
U.S. State Department criticizes Soviet policies
in Afghanistan. Alleged violations there include
use of trick explosives and indiscriminate
bombing and terrorizing of the Afghan
population.

April

Two Afghan diplomats and two staff members
of the Afghan embassy in New Delhi are
reported to be in the United States seeking
political asylum.
Three Afghan crewmen of a Sovietbuilt
helicopter fly to Quetta, Pakistan, and ask for
asylum. An Afghan army lieutenant drives his
Soviet tank into Pakistan seeking asylum.

May

A panel of citizens from 11 nations, meeting in
Stockholm to judge the Afghanistan case,
finds the Soviet Union guilty of aggression ...
against the Afghan state. The hearing was
conducted by a group of 14 judges from North
and South America, Asia and North Africa,
under the auspices Of the Peoples Permanent
Tribunal, a successor to Bertrand Russell
groups of the past.

July

An entire Afghan army regiment deserts
enmasse in a battle at Charikar, north of Kabul.
The Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe and a House Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee hold a joint hearing in the U.S.
Congress on Soviet violations of the Helsinki

83-538(112)

Accords in Afghanistan. Malik Mohammed
Hussain Khan, a mujahidin from Wardak
province in Central Afghanistan, testifies on
Soviet military actions in Afghanistan, the
devastation resulting from the invasion and the
effects on the Afghan people. Afghan refugees
tell of witnessing Soviet-directed attacks on
unarmed villagers.

November

The United Nations General Assembly, for the
third time since the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, overwhelmingly approves a
resolution demanding the immediate
withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghanistan. The resolution vote is 116 for, 23 against,
and 12 abstentions, an even larger majority
censuring the Soviet Union than on the two
previous resolutions.

December

The U.N. General Assembly, overriding Soviet
bloc objections, votes 86 to 20 with 3
abstentions, to continue an investigation by a
panel of experts into charges that Sovietmade
chemical weapons are being used in Afghanistan and Southeast Asia.

1982
April

U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees Paul
Hartling says in Brussels that the number of
Afghan refugees in Pakistan has passed 2.5
million, and the situation there is grave.

June

The European Parliament, meeting in
Strasbourg, adopts a resolution calling upon the
foreign ministers of the ten member states to
establish a common policy of non-recognition
of the legitimacy of the Soviet occupation or the
Kabul regime, and recognizing the Afghan
resistance as a legitimate national liberation
movement which should be provided all
necessary aid.
In Geneva, Diego Cordovez, United Nations
Under Secretary for Political Affairs, conducts
talks on Afghanistan with representatives of
Pakistan and the Karmal regime. The parties, in
indirect negotiations, agree to discuss the
withdrawal of foreign troops, non-interference
in the internal affairs of states, international
guarantees of non-interference and the
voluntary return of the refugees to their homes.

November

The United Nations General Assembly, for the

fourth time in three years, approves a resolution
demanding the immediate withdrawal of the
foreign troops from Afghanistan; 45
non-aligned nations sponsored the resolution,
approved by a vote of 114 in favor and 21
opposed with 13 abstentions.

December

Afghan army troops mutiny at the Nadar
Shah-Kot military outpost in southeastern
Paktia Province and then flee to Pakistan.

1983
January

A defecting Afghan Defense Ministry official,
Colonel Mohammad Ayub Osmani, tells
reporters in Peshawar that Moscow plans to
pattern the Kabul regime on the Soviet Moslem
Republics in Central Asia. He says the
information was revealed to him by a Soviet
military adviser.
Several hundred troops of the Afghan armys
25th Division defect to Pakistan after a mutiny
in which they kill Soviet and Afghan officers,
according to diplomatic sources in New Delhi
and Islamabad.

February

The U.N. Commission on Human Rights adopts
a resolution in Geneva condemning the Soviet
Unions occupation of Afghanistan and the
continuing violation of the Afghan peoples
rights, and calls for the immediate withdrawal
of Soviet troops. The commission vote, its
fourth on the issue, is 29 in favor and seven
against, with five abstentions.

March

The seventh Non-Aligned Summit, meeting in
New Delhi, approves a political declaration
which supports efforts by the U.N. Secretary
General in promoting an early settlement of the
(Afghanistan) problem in conformity with the
ideals and principles of the movement of
nonaligned countries.
A hearing on Afghanistan, organized by
Norwegian citizens in Oslo, hears testimony
from Afghan resistance members, French
physicians and journalists on the devastation
and hardships that the Afghan people are
enduring in the war caused by the Soviet
occupation.
U.S. President Ronald Reagan, in a
statement marking the second annual
Afghanistan Day, March 21, calls upon the
leaders of the Soviet Union to end the
bloodshed so that an independent Afghanistan
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can again take its place in the community of
nations.

April

U.N. Under Secretary Corclovez, serving as the
Secretary Generals personal representative,
opens a second round of separate talks in
Geneva on an Afghanistan settlement with
representatives of Pakistan and the Kabul
regime; Iran, which is not participating, agrees
to be kept informed. At the conclusion of the
talks, the United Nations reports substantial
progress on a draft comprehensive settlement
Afghan resistance sources in Pakistan and
Iran claim that a Soviet air-ground offensive
centering on the city of Herat has killed
hundreds of civilians, and perhaps as many as
3,000.

May
In an interview, Kabul Politburo member
Soltan Ail Keshtmand denies various reports
that a timetable for Soviet withdrawal has been
discussed. Soviet troops will stay as long as
imperialist intervention lasts, he says. No one
can impose on us the withdrawal of Soviet
troops.
A broadcaster on Moscow Radios
English-language service criticizes the Kabul
regime and the Soviet occupation, and refers to
the Afghans struggle against the Soviet
invaders. Western journalists in Moscow later
report that the broadcaster, identified as
Vladimir Danchev, has disappeared.

June

Afghan freedom fighters completely destroy an
elite commando battalion of the Kabul regime
during a three-day battle in Paktia Province,
according to diplomats based in New Delhi.
Approximately 200 Afghan soldiers were killed,
sources claim, and many of the rest defected to
the mujahidin.
The U.S. State Department, in a statement
reiterating U.S. policy on Afghanistan, says a
negotiated settlement at the earliest possible
moment to end the agony of the Afghan people
and to get the Soviet forces out of Afghanistan
remains the key. The United States renews its
support for a settlement based on the U.N.
General Assembly resolutions and the U.N.
negotiating process in Geneva.
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